We explore possible realizations of chiral symmetry, based on isotopic multiplets of fields whose transformation rules involve only isotopic-spin matrices and the pion Geld. The transformation rules are unique, up to possible redefinitions of the pion field. Chiral-invariant Lagrangians can be constructed by forming isotopic-spin-conserving functions of a covariant pion derivative, plus other fields and their covariant derivatives. The resulting models are essentially equivalent to those that have been derived by treating chirality as an ordinary linear symmetry brok. en by the vacuum, except that we do not have to commit ourselves as to the grouping of hadrons into chiral multiplets; as a result, the unrenormalized value of gg/gv need not be unity. We classify the possible choices of the chiral-symmetry-breaking term in the Lagrangian according to their chiral transformation properties, and give the values of the pion-pion scattering lengths for each choice. If the symmetry-breaking term has the simplest possible transformation properties, then the scattering lengths are those previously derived from current algebra. An alternative method of constructing chiral-invariant Lagrangians, using p mesons to form covariant derivatives, is also presented. In this formalism, p dominance is automatic, and the current-algebra result from the p-meson coupling constant arises from the independent assumption that p mesons couple universally to pions and other particles. Including p mesons in the Lagrangian has no efkct on the~-~scattering lengths, because chiral invariance requires that we also include direct pion self-couplings which cancel the p-exchange diagrams for pion energies near threshold.
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We use the pion transformation law (2.4) and the isospin commutation rule [td, t,]=iud"t, to put this in the form of a differential equation for v, b (22): BV., (22) fbd (22) Vac(-22)Vbd (22) (222) Zi(ss') = --'nz '(1+)'er') 'es'+ const. , (6. (6.8) so for an arbitrary function of~'
Thus Eq. (6. 2) just amounts to a second-order differential equation for Z(sss):
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